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First, lack of trust:
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• 43% of the respondents 
don’t trust their 
government’s country are 
keeping they safe and 
perceive that their 
government has not been 
truthful



Lack of trust
• High vs. low/middle income
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A: Trust the government
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B: The government has been truthful

Perceived truthfulness and government trust



Second, perception of insufficient government 
performance and individuals’ health
• This matters a lot for mental health: when people view 

government response as insufficient, their mental health 
suffers.
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B. Association of perceived government/public reaction 
and mental health



Third, good news!
• Adoption of more stringent, clearly, and timely measures 

increase perception of performance, trust, and mental health
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What governments can do to build trust? 
Four main insights



1. Strong leadership matters
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Insights 1

During uncertainty, people use 
external institutions – i.e. 
government and religion- to cope 
with it

Decisive, clear and timely 
Government actions can increase 
trust



2. Effective communication

• Uncertainty made conspiracy theories, misinformation, 
and fake news one of the major challenges

Insights 2: It’s not just about content, how 
governments communicate matter

• Keeping citizens constantly informed
• Presenting information in and accesible and simple 

way
• No just about data, emotions, information framing, 

comparisons, stories matter, and the messenger 
matters



3. Levering existing community trust
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Insights 3 Local trust and leadership

Community trust

• Stronger interpersonal trust –
compliance with COVID-19 
measures

• Reciprocity and cooperation 
within communities

Specific actions: 
• Local networks
• Use confidence people have 

on ind/groups in their 
comunities to disseminate

• Community-based 
communication: elders, religious 
figures

The messenger matter

• Identity leadership
• Share identity
• Leaders approach to 

the community: “us” 
and “we”

• Collective effort



4. Crisis as an opportunity: Rethinking 
government 
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Insights 4. 

• Adoption of technology
• E-government
• E-bureaucracies

• New workplace 
arrangement – more 
flexibility, agile

• Change in managerial 
practices: Leadership, 
networks and relationships, 
organizational culture, and 
learning



Thank you!
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